
Super QBE — History 
9.70 (2021/06/11) 

Features 
 Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.1. 

9.60 (2018/10/10) 

Features 
 Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.0. 

9.52 (2015/08/19) 

Features 
 Further adjustments for Clarion 10.0 

9.50 (2015/03/08) 
New Password! 

We no longer officially support Clarion 7 and earlier versions! 

Features 
 Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 10.0. 

9.17 (2014/07/27) 

Features 
 Changed help from HLP to CHM. 

9.16 (2014/06/02) 
Bugs 

 Fixed installer location of RED file and examples. 

9.15 (2014/05/18) 
Features 

 Updated installer for Clarion 9.1. 



9.10 (2013/11/04) 
 Changed handling of LinkMode and DllMode switches in multi-app solutions using Clarion legacy template 

chain.  Now it follows the standard, including the base classes in every DLL/EXE (even though it’s less 
efficient). 

9.00 (2013/09/01) 
New Password! 

This is the final version that officially supports Clarion 6! 

Features 
 Updated installer for the latest Clarion 9.0. 

8.00 (2011/06/04) 
Features 

 Updated installer for the latest Clarion 8.0. 

7.40 (2011/05/05) 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 6 through 8.0. 

7.30 (2011/01/09) 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.3. 

7.20 (2010/06/05) 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.2. 

7.02 (2010/04/20) 
Bugs 

 The installer was aware of Clarion 7.0, but not 7.1. 

7.00 (2010/01/14) 
New Password! 

We no longer officially support Clarion 5.5 and earlier versions! 



Features 
 Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.1. 

6.63 (2008/05/28) 
Features 

 Installer permits overriding of destination folders. 

Bugs 
 The install script placed files from the QBE2 Clarion example into the QBE1 example folder. 

6.62 (2007/10/12) 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 7-Beta. 
 The icons have been reworked. 
 When using the "Return Filter to Browse" approach, there's a new option: "Offer to clear previous search 

filter". 
 "Additional Query Fields" can specify non-file fields.  

6.51 (2004/10/12) 
Bugs 

 (ABC) User wasn't asked whether to restore criteria from the previous session. 

6.50 (2004/10/04) 
 Concurrent with Super Stuff 6.50. 

6.15 (2004/07/28) 
 New Password! 

6.11 (2004/07/20) 
Features 

 Optionally specify parameters in call to QBE form. 
 In a QBE Browse, when a QBE Form returns from a successful search, you can insert your own code (e.g. 

call a procedure), to optimize or customize the handling of the search results.  In the ABC chain, you may 
also perform code after the filter is calculated by the QBE Form. 

Bugs 
 (Clarion) If your QBE form has more than 63 fields, you cannot load saved criteria (among other less 

obvious symptoms). 



6.10 (2004/05/15) 
Features 

 Added option to BrowseOptTagFilter, so that pressing the [Untagg All] button will automatically switch to 
"Show All" mode. 

 Added option to disable the use of MATCH(,,) for all fields, rather than doing it individually.  We've 
received a report that MATCH can slow down searches with TopSeed files on a network, although we've 
not confirmed this ourselves yet.  If you're observing this behavior, then use this switch to revert to the 
old style of filter expressions. 

 Compatible with Clarion 6.1. 

Bugs 
 (ABC) Fixed problem with "subscript out of range" when handling TEXT controls. 
 (ABC) Tagging shutdown called from too many places.  Now called only from Tagging module destructor. 

6.01 (2003/12/12) 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 6. 
 Whenever possible we use Clarion's MATCH(,,) function in your filter expressions.  This is especially 

beneficial when you're using Clarion 6 with SQL databases, because your filters will be processed on the 
server.  If you know that MATCH will not work with a particular field, then you can disable the feature on 
a per-column basis.  It will revert to the old filter style for that column only, which may still be processed 
on the server (depending on your back-end). 

 (ABC) New "QBE Filter" option for your queries.  In the past the Form was responsible for scanning the 
database and tagging matching records, after which the browse was forced to filter using the tags.  Now 
you have the option of passing the filter expression from the Form back to the Browse, which can 
sometimes be much faster.  You can also reuse this filter in your Reports and Processes.  Be aware, 
though, that this negates all the benefits of tagged result sets. 

 (Clarion) Added support for CHECK controls with custom True/False values.  (This already worked in 
ABC.) 

Bugs 
 Fixed problem with Picture fields using "Begins with" and "Ends With" comparison types. 
 (ABC) Fixed minor bug in handling of CHECK controls with custom True/False values. 
 (ABC) Added work-around for the occasionally quirky GET(Q, Q.F1, Q.F2). 
 (ABC) Fixed typo in declarion of OpenView and CloseView methods. 
 Fixed problem with support for MultiProject. 

4.90 (2000/09/26) 
Features 

 Compatible with C55-cr2. 



 This is the last version to support Clarion 4.0! 
 Optimized "Begins With" searches, so keys are used more efficiently. 
 There's a new version of LIBSRC\STABQBE.TRN.  If you have an application specific version of this in 

another directory, you must add the lines for SQBE::Button:Help, SQBE::RefillBrowseWait:Title and 
SQBE::RefillBrowseWait:Message. 

 Option to show "Be patient" warning message after search is completed, but before filtered browse 
begins to refill. 

 You can specify the help ID for the criteria selection window.  You can also add a Help button to the QBE 
wizard by editing the window structure in LIBSRC\STABQBE.TRN, but this was possible with prior 
versions. 

 Change the "last sort" character from a tilde to any other character.  This is handy if you are using SQL, 
so you can change it to "Z" or some other character. 

 Added new embed "After call to QBE.PrepareWindow", so you can tweak the look of the QBE controls. 
 Added support for CapeSoft's MultiProject. 

Bugs 
 If your search values contains an apostrophe ('), less than symbol (<) or left brace ({), it will be properly 

doubled now. 
 Fixed GPF caused by controls without a picture. 
 If you have "Show Only Selected" turned on, but you have no BrowseOptTagFilter control template on 

the window, then a forced reset is performed. 
 If you have enabled "Show Untagged" option, and that state is active when the query is performed, now 

the button will properly change stage and show only tagged records. 
 Fixed a minor problems with tag file opening and closing. 
 Certain options could cause the "What do you want to do: Select/Edit/..." window to become too narrow, 

and the question was cut off.  Now the question will wrap up to three lines long. 
 Fixed problems involving CHECK fields with VALUE parameters. 

4.40 
Features 

 Added support for C55-beta2. 
 Last version to support Clarion 4. 
 Fields on your QBE forms can be explicitly excluded for query support. 
 Enhanced some error messages. 

Bugs 
 Fixed problem with "Edit" feature during QBE searches, where View was closed unexpectedly. 



4.30 
Features 

 Added support for tagging using multi-component primary keys. 
 Availability of "Restore Criteria from Last Session?" is now optional. 
 Availability of "Unselect" from existing results" is now optional. 
 Option to Automatically clear old tags without asking. 
 Option to skip "Select/Cancel" window (only for Select with no Unselect or Edit). 

Bugs 
 Check controls using VAL settings work properly now. 

4.10 
Features 

 First SuperSolutions Templates 
 Optionally use both field names and descriptions in wizard field list. 

4.02 
Bugs 

 Problem with BIND when loading and saving criteria sets. 
 Problem with BIND when searching using memo fields. 
 Problem with %TagReferenceSource during generation. 

4.01 
Features 

 Compatible with Clarion 4 ABC templates. 


